CHEMICAL GLOVE
SELECTION PROCESS

INTRODUCTION

WITH MORE THAN 60 MILLION
REGISTERED CHEMICALS,
FINDING THE RIGHT
CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE GLOVE
IS NOT AN EASY TASK.
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Selection of chemical protective gloves is often a
challenging exercise. There are more than 60 million
registered chemicals (reference: CAS registry). Many
different chemicals and chemical mixes are used in
a typical production process or production facility.
Every unique set of chemicals requires specific chemical protection.
Selecting the one best fitted chemical protective
glove for your application is not an easy task and
deserves particular attention.

COMPROMISE

Chemical resistant gloves come in a wide
variety of barrier materials, thicknesses and
designs. Common materials used as coatings
for chemical protective gloves are nitrile
rubber, polychloroprene (neoprene), butyl,
Viton, natural rubber or vinyl (PVC). Less known
high resistance materials are LLDPE (barrier)
or PVA (polyvinylalcohol).
Each of those barrier materials protects against
a spectrum of chemical groups, and has also
some “weak points”: chemical groups where
the compatibility is weak or very weak. The
perfect barrier material which protects against

all chemicals and chemical mixes is virtually
non-existent.
As such, a compromise will have to be made
each time, coming to the best solution with
your unique set of chemicals used in your
application.
Your application might pose other specific
comfort or mechanical needs beyond the
chemical protection. For example workers
need a tactile glove, a glove with enhanced
grip features or protection from heat; based
on application or task.

THE PERFECT BARRIER MATERIAL IS VIRTUALLY
NON-EXISTENT, LEADING TO THE NECESSITY OF
MAKING COMPROMISES.
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PERMEATION BREAKTHROUGH TIMES

PERMEATION BREAKTHROUGH TIMES
ARE THEORETICAL FIGURES AND SHOULD
NOT BE CONFUSED WITH TOTAL USAGE
TIMES APPLYING TO REAL CONDITIONS.

The permeation breakthrough time is a theoretical
indication of how long it would take a certain chemical to permeate through the glove, this in standardized (laboratory) conditions.
Since those conditions do not reflect the real workplace circumstances, the results can serve as a good
guideline, however they can’t be interpreted as total
usage times.
Permeation breakthrough times can however
be very well used to make a distinction between
different glove materials.
Ansell has a large database of permeation breakthrough times (test data or estimations) for both
pure chemicals as well as mixes. When a Chemical
Guardian™ chart is generated for gloves in the different Ansell formulations, a good visual overview of
better performing materials can be obtained.
Whilst in most cases, a compromise needs to be
made to come to the eventual glove selection,
Chemical Guardian will help you to come to that
compromise.
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THE SELECTION FUNNEL
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The selection process to define the best suited glove
for your chemical risks, can best be compared to a
funnel.
Going through those subsequent steps, which each
step resulting in more focus, will make sure all application specific parameters are taken into account,
and will also prevent yourself from getting lost in an
abundance of information.

THE CHEMICAL GUARDIAN SELECTION PROCESS TAKES ALL
ESSENTIAL INFORMATION INTO ACCOUNT AND EVENTUALLY
PROVIDES A CLEAR AND COMPREHENSIBLE SOLUTION.
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YOU RECEIVE A PERSONALIZED CHEMICAL GLOVE
RECOMMENDATION THAT SPECIFICALLY CORRESPONDS TO
EACH APPLICATION AND YOUR UNIQUE SET OF CHEMICALS.
Follow these four steps:
1
 ake an inventory of all chemicals used in your
 )M

MSDS

application. Select out of these the most commonly
used chemicals on site, and add those that pose
specific health hazards.

Barrier Material

Butyl

Butyl

LLDPE

Neoprene

Neoprene

Neoprene

Nitrile

Product Type

Unsupported

Unsupported

Unsupported

Supported

Supported

Disposable

Supported

High

High

High

High

High

Low

High

ChemTek™

ChemTek™

Barrier®

Scorpio®

Scorpio®

NeoTouch™

AlphaTec®

25-101.201

58-530.535

0.13

N.A.

hemical Resistance
Product Name
Product Style

38-514

38-520

02-100

08-352.354

09-430.
922.924.
928

Thickness (mm)

0.35

0.5

0.062

N.A.

N.A.

S

2) Consult Ansell to help you with the visualization of
permeation breakthrough times for your unique set
of chemicals. The Chemical Guardian analysis will
help
you toNitrile
choose the
Nitrile
Nitrile
PVA best suited glove material in
UnUnthe
AnsellDisposable
range. Supported
supported
supported
High

High

Low

High

3) Then look at the application specific requirements and
PVA™
Solvex
Solvex
TouchNTuff
pick the best suited glove out of the already chosen
37-675.676
37-900
15-554
glove material.
®

®

®

92-500.600.605
93-250.300.700
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Chemical Name

%

21-0

Terephthalic acid

100

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

41-4

Ethylbenzene

100

<10'

<10'

>480'

<10'

<10'

<10'

23'

10-30'

66-4

Dibutyl phosphate

100

>480'

>480'

>480'

<10'

<10'

<10'

10-30'

10-30'

31-6

Maleic anhydride

100

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

82-7

Cyclohexane

100

<10'

<10'

>480'

60-120'

30-60'

<5'

60-120'

60-120'

3-5

Ethanolamine

100

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

30-60'

30-60'

0.425

0.12

N.A.

4) A practice test will finally take place, alongside an
assessment of the usage time in your application.
Follow-up on correct usage and care of the product
to make sure the selected glove continues to be the
best match.
>480'

>480'

>480'

10-30'

<10'

>480'

10-30'

<10'

>480'

>480'

>480'

>480'

60-120'

>480'

>480'

30-60'

>480'

240-480'

HOW DOES ANSELL CHEMICAL GUARDIAN™ WORK?

Ansell Chemical GUARDIAN™ analyzes the material safety data sheet (MSDS)
information to select the right glove and protect workers from harmful chemicals.





Solution for both single chemicals and chemical mixtures
Provides both single-use and industrial chemical glove recommendations
Offers commercial and technical documentation
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CONCLUSION

When going through the exercise of determining the best suited glove for your chemical risks, keep it a scalable and manageable
project, by focusing on those chemicals that
matter most in your application.
Narrow down by first determining the best
suited glove material, and then towards the

most suited specific glove for your specific
application requirements, i.e. comfort or
mechanical properties.
The Ansell Chemical Guardian team of chemical resistance experts will help you in this
exercise with a visual report of expected
breakthrough times, which will simplify the
glove selection process.

ANSELL CHEMICAL GUARDIAN IS THE PERFECT MEANS TO NARROW
DOWN ALL POSSIBLE OPTIONS AND SIGNIFICANTLY SIMPLIFY YOUR
CHEMICAL GLOVE SELECTION PROCESS.

LET’S START THE CONVERSATION
Ansell invites chemical industry executives to learn more about the Ansell Chemical Guardian™
program and the full range of hand protection solutions available to protect their workers. For
more information, visit www.ansell.com/en-us/equipped

United States
Ansell Protective Products Inc.
111 Wood Avenue South,
Suite 210
Iselin, NJ 08830 USA
T +1 800 800 0444
F +1 800 800 0454
www.ansell.com

Ansell Canada Inc.
105 Rue Lauder Cowansville,
QC
J2K 2K8
Canada
T +1 800 363 8340
www.ansell.com
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